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Dramma Summer
The Starting Line

GJ person who did this before me... I liked it and used it to play the song. sor
I
sorta used your tab for this but I have a fiew changes I want to make to it the
first
is The fact that you used power cords. I use Barre cords in this song insted
because
they are ment for strumming up and down and power cords just down. An other
thing that
I changed is your *B5 cord i didnt see how that played into the song and its
actualy
the same EXACT note as your othe B5 it just has a difrent tamber. THe last thing
I
changed was your B5 all together making it Bm because the song is in the Key of
D and
B is not in the key of D wch made it sound off while playing Barre cords.

Bm-x24432
D-x57775
G-355433
A-577655

intro: D G B A

D                              G
 We could wait for the wind to blow
                      Bm
Or give me a look so cold...It gives me chills
     A
And ends the summer war
D
 My eyes roll
 G                  Bm
Around and over and again
                          A   G     A
Falling down, dizzy with sun stroke
G          D
 I ll be there
          Bm
And i ll try to identify, try to look through the gray skies
A        G    A
in your eyes..
      Bm                 A        G
I ll pick up everything you left behind
D                   G               B
 Cross your fingers, and pray for winter

I ll be there



                      A         G
Painting the town your favorite color.

e-----------------------------|   (He has this part 100% correct because its
B----7-----7---7--------------|    all in the scale of D...GJ)
G---7-7---7-7---7-------------|
D--7---7-7---7---7------------|
A-5-----5---------------------|
E-----------------------------|

D            Bm               G
 Guess i ll call or see you around....yeah
D            Bm               G
 Guess i ll call or see you around.
D            Bm               G
 Guess i ll call or see you around....yeah
D            Bm               G
 Guess i ll call or see you around.
D                      G
 I ll call, or see you around.
Bm                      A
 I ll call, or see you around.
D                       G
 I ll call, or see you around.
Bm                      A
 I ll call, or see you around.
    Bm                     A       G
...painting the town your favorite color.

Thanks for letting me use ur tab man. ROck On


